
ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM 
EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION,HTD,

HYDERABAD

HTS..05/09-10                                                                                         D/12-10-2009.

To,
       The Principal General Manager,
       Hyderabad Telecom.District,
       Hyderabad.
Respected Sir,
                      Sub:-Staff matters-centralisation with PGM-reg.
                             The Principal General Manager is responsible for complete 
management of HTD. The staff matters: transfers,postings, creation and abolishion of 
posts are to be dealt with unbiosed. In recent  times these matters are slowly coming 
down to  the  AMs level.At  the  Area  Manager's  level  it  happens  to  be  very  easy  to 
influence the concerned JAG officers than that of the PGM HTD. The A.Ms are keeping 
men and material with them to a greater extent at these critical days. While an OP wing 
is available with PGM and Area G.Ms, some of the A.Ms also created SDE and JTO OP 
with O.As,TTA  and R.Ms and computers.All operational reports are daily kept in the 
intranet  by  computers  wing.The SDE or  JTO(OP)  in  A.M office  doing office  work 
which an office assistant can do. The A.Ms are prepared to keep vacant the SDE post of 
productive units and employing the SDE in his office. When SDEs and JTOs alloted to 
G.Ms  by  PGM,they  inturn  allotting  to  A.Ms  without  posting  them  in  priority 
sectors.”Kings  and  Kingdoms  gone  long  back”.  Without  considering  the  real 
requirement  of  BSNL business  and development  the  so  alloted SDEs and JTOs are 
posted by A.Ms.Mostly SDEs/JTOs who ever comes are trying to get posting in internal 
avoiding the most important CSCs and external, leaving BSNL to its fate.
                                In the circumstances stated above this Association intends for  
centralisation of the staff matters with   PGM office and immediate adjustment of SDEs 
and JTOs working in A.Ms op section to required CSC and external plant. Now a days 
all switches are in AMC and any casualty will be attended by  firms.Consequent on 
introduction of CDRSOFT, the work of TRA  and switch considerably reduced. The 
staff working in these fields my be assessed and redeployed to get maximum output. 
Solicite positive action on the issues and return communication
                                                     Thanking You Sir,
                                                                                        Your's Faithfully,
Copy to DGM(admn)
               %PGM;HTD.  
                                                                                          (C.Kesavarao)
                                                                                        District.Secretary.  


